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Abstract

The response of the eastern tropical Indian Ocean (ETIO) to heat fluxes of equal amplitude but opposite sign is
investigated using the Community Earth System Model (CESM). A significant positive asymmetry in sea surface
temperature (SST) is found over the ETIO—the warming responses to the positive forcing exceeds the cooling to
the negative forcing. A mixed layer heat budget analysis is carried out to identify the mechanisms responsible for
the SST asymmetry. Results show that it is mainly ascribed to the ocean dynamical processes, including vertical
advections and diffusion. The net surface heat flux, on the contrary, works to reduce the asymmetry through its
shortwave radiation and latent heat flux components. The former is due to the nonlinear relationship between
SST and cloud, while the latter is resulted mainly from Newtonian damping and air-sea stability effects. Changes
in the SST skewness are also evaluated, with more enhanced negative SST skewness over the ETIO found for the
cooling than heating scenarios due to the asymmetric thermocline-SST feedback.
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1  Introduction
The Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) is an intrinsic ocean–atmo-

sphere coupled mode over the tropical Indian Ocean on interan-
nual time scales and is usually phase-locked to austral spring
(Saji et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999). This dipole mode has a
positive phase (pIOD) and a negative phase (nIOD). A pIOD (nI-
OD) event is featured with cold (warm) SST anomalies over the
eastern tropical Indian Ocean (ETIO) but warm (cold) SST anom-
alies over the western tropical Indian Ocean (WTIO), accompan-
ied with easterly (westerly) anomalies of surface winds along the
equatorial Indian Ocean. It has great impacts on regional and
global climate (Saji and Yamagata, 2003), like droughts in south-
east Australia (Cai et al., 2009), rainfall in South America (Chan et
al., 2008) and East Africa (Behera et al., 2005) and Indian sum-
mer monsoon (Ashok et al., 2004).

Previous studies (Hong et al., 2008, 2010; Cai and Qiu, 2013)
found, over the ETIO region, the cold SST anomalies during the
pIOD events are able to grow larger than the warm SST anom-
alies during the nIOD events, and this SST anomaly asymmetry is
referred as the negative SST skewness. The formation processes
responsible for the negative SST skewness are still a contentious
issue. Several possible mechanisms have been proposed, includ-
ing the nonlinear ocean temperature advection (Hong and Li,
2008; Hong et al., 2010; Cai and Qiu, 2013), the asymmetric ther-
mocline-SST feedback as a part of the Bjerknes loop (Zheng et al.,
2010; Ogata et al. 2013; Cai and Qiu, 2013), and the asymmetric
SST-cloud-radiation feedback (Hong et al., 2008, 2010). For ex-
ample, Hong et al. (2008) found that the nonlinear ocean temper-

ature advective process assists to reinforce cold anomalies in the
positive events but damp the warm anomalies in the negative
events. Zheng et al. (2010) proposed that the asymmetric thermo-
cline-SST feedback is a main driver in generating the negative
SST skewness in ETIO: the surface warming induced by subsur-
face thermocline shoaling is more effective than the cooling res-
ulted from a deepening thermocline, as the mean thermocline in
the ETIO is deep. This hypothesis was further verified by Cai and
Qiu (2013) and Ng et al. (2014a). Hong and Li (2010) argued that
the thermocline feedback itself has little contribution and the
skewness comes from a greater damping during nIOD than pI-
OD due to a breakdown of the SST-cloud-radiation feedback. In
more details, during pIOD events the cold SST anomalies in the
ETIO decrease cloud cover and atmospheric convection, allow-
ing more incoming shortwave radiation, which in turn dampens
the initial cooling. When cold SST anomalies in the ETIO drops to
a threshold value, the breakdown occurs, leading to cloud-free
conditions. Under this situation, the cold SST anomalies are able
to grow freely since the anomalous atmospheric convection and
incoming radiation remain constant.

Furthermore, studies have also suggested that the climatolo-
gical mean state over the tropical Indian Ocean could to some ex-
tent alter the IOD frequency as well as the negative SST skewness.
Under global warming, for instance, although IOD variance or
amplitude has little changes (Zheng et al., 2010), the moderate
pIOD events become more extreme (Ng et al., 2014b) and the fre-
quency of extreme pIOD events increases by nearly three times
because of the mean state change (Cai et al., 2014). Over the  
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ETIO, the negative SST skewness weakens by nearly 40% as the
shoaling thermocline enhances the thermocline-SST feedback
(Zheng et al., 2013). Furthermore, Cowan et al. (2014) found that
this negative SST skewness is further enhanced during aerosol
forcing than greenhouse gases (GHG) forcing. Therefore, it is im-
portant to examine how the mean states over the tropical Indian
Ocean will change in response to different external forcings.

Recent studies have found significant changes of the tropical
Indian Ocean under both GHG and aerosol forcings, with the
former inducing a pIOD-like pattern (Luo et al., 2016) but the lat-
ter a nIOD-like pattern (Dong and Zhou, 2014; Cowan et al.,
2014). In addition, there exists an asymmetry in the amplitude of
SST changes over the ETIO, where the cooling responding to aer-
osol forcing exceeds the warming to GHG forcing (Li and Luo,
2018). These above conclusions on the tropical Indian Ocean are
obtained from simulations with the historical anthropogenic
GHG forcing and aerosol single forcing, in which the energy
fluxes into the atmosphere-ocean coupled system are opposite in
sign but not equal in amplitude, it is still not clear that whether
this asymmetry is resulted from the asymmetric amplitude of the
energy flux forcing between GHG and aerosols. In response to the
uniform heating and cooling of equal amplitude energy heat
fluxes, a zonal dipole asymmetric SST pattern is found in the
equatorial Pacific Ocean with a positive anomaly in the east but a
negative anomaly in the west (Liu et al., 2017). However, the
mean climate and its variability are quite different between the
tropical Pacific and tropical Indian, such as, the leading interan-
nual mode is ENSO for the former but it is IOD for the latter. In
addition, their responses to climate forcings also have significant
differences. Under global warming, for example, the tropical Pa-
cific SST is featured with an El Niño-like warming pattern with
the ocean dynamics being its leading formation process (e.g., Luo
et al., 2015, 2017), while the tropical Indian SST is characterized
by a pIOD-like warming pattern with the Bjerknes feedback be-
ing its leading formation process (e.g., Zheng et al., 2013; Luo et
al., 2016). Given these significant differences between the two
basins as described above, it is important to understand the dis-
tinct signatures of response over the tropical Indian Ocean un-
der climate warming and cooling. In this study, we employ
NCAR’s Community Earth System Model (CESM) and impose
heat fluxes of equal amplitude but opposite sign into the ocean
surface to examine the response of the tropical Indian Ocean to
heating and cooling.

As will be shown later, asymmetric changes appears in many
of surface and subsurface fields in the tropical Indian Ocean,
thus, our main purpose of this study is to investigate the nonlin-
earity of the tropical Indian Ocean mean state in response to ex-
ternal forcings as well as its maintaining mechanisms. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the
models and simulations. Section 3 introduces the asymmetric
changes over the tropical Indian Ocean under climate warming

and cooling. Section 4 conducts a mixed layer heat budget ana-
lysis to examine the relative role of oceanic advection, diffusion,
and air-sea heat flux for the SST asymmetry in the tropical Indian
Ocean. Section 5 examines the underlying mechanisms that
cause the negative SST skewness over the ETIO. Finally, a sum-
mary is given in Section 6.

2  Model and experiment design
The model employed by this study is CESM1.1, which is com-

posed of Community Atmospheric Model Version 5 (CAM5), the
Community Land Model Version 4 (CLM4) and the Parallel
Ocean Program Version 2 (POP2). Three sets of experiments are
designed with various degrees of complexity: the fully coupled,
the slab ocean, and the partially coupled overriding experiments.
For the fully coupled experiments in which all the model com-
ponents are active, we first integrate an unforced control experi-
ment (CTRL, Table 1) for 250 a. Then, two perturbation experi-
ments, which are labeled HEAT and COOL (Table 1), are integ-
rated for 250 a by adding and subtracting a uniform heat flux of
6 W/m2 into the ocean surface, respectively. Results presented
below are averaged over the last 100 a, and the sum of the anom-
alies in the two perturbation runs is used to quantify their asym-
metry.

For the slab ocean experiments, we disable the ocean dynam-
ics via employing a motionless slab ocean model (SOM). A con-
trol run (CTRL_SOM, Table 1) is integrated for 75 a with ocean
heat transport fixed at a repeating annual cycle derived from
CTRL. Branching out at the 51th year of the CTRL_SOM,
HEAT_SOM and COOL_SOM (Table 1) are then integrated for 25 a
with a uniform heat flux of 6 W/m2 added into and extracted from
the ocean, respectively. Therefore, the relative contribution of
ocean dynamical processes can be identified by comparing the
slab ocean experiments from the fully coupled experiments.

In order to evaluate the role of shortwave radiation in gener-
ating the SST asymmetry in the equatorial Indian Ocean, two par-
tially coupled experiments HEAT_SW and COOL_SW (Table 1),
are integrated for 50 a. They are the same as their fully coupled
counterparts except that the time series of shortwave radiation is
replaced with a seasonally repeating climatological field from
CTRL, and thus the shortwave radiation feedback is disabled. By
comparing the fully coupled with partially experiments, the role
of shortwave radiation for the SST asymmetry can be assessed.
Further details of these experiments can be found in Liu et al.
(2017).

3  Nonlinear response in spatial structure
In the HEAT experiment, SST is characterized by a pIOD-like

pattern over the tropical Indian Ocean, with a larger positive SST
anomaly in the WTIO than that in the ETIO (Fig. 1a), an anomal-
ous easterly along the equator (vectors in Fig. 1d) and a shoaling
of the thermocline in the ETIO (green lines in Fig. 1g). In the

Table 1.   Experiments with CESM1.1
Experiments Name Run/a Description

Fully coupled experiments CTRL 250 control run

HEAT 250 adding uniform 6 W/m2 to the ocean

COOL 250 extracting uniform 6 W/m2 from the ocean

Slab ocean experiments CTRL_SOM   75 slab ocean control run

HEAT_SOM   25 adding uniform 6 W/m2 to the slab ocean

COOL_SOM   25 extracting uniform 6 W/m2 from the slab ocean

Partially coupled experiments HEAT_SW   50 same as HEAT, but shortwave radiation is specified to climatology

COOL_SW   50 same as COOL, but shortwave radiation is specified to climatology
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COOL experiment, changes in both thermal structure and sur-
face wind are reversed and display a nIOD-like pattern, includ-
ing a lower negative SST anomaly in the WTIO than that in the
ETIO (Fig. 1b), an anomalous westerly along the equator (vectors
in Fig. 1e), and a deepening of thermocline over the ETIO (green
lines in Fig. 1h). The temperature responses at both surface (Figs 1a
and b) and subsurface (Figs 1g and h) are robust (Figs 1g and h)
since all the values are significant at 95% confidence level. In ad-
dition, the changes in HEAT and COOL are similar to what hap-
pens under GHG (Zheng et al., 2010, 2013; Luo et al., 2016) and
aerosols (Li and Luo, 2018; Cowan et al., 2014), respectively.

However, the SST changes in HEAT and COOL do not cancel
out, especially over the ETIO where there is a positive asymmetry
of 0.4°C (Fig. 1c). In addition, the temperature asymmetry ap-
pears to be even more significant at the subsurface ocean there,
with a maximum of 1.2°C at depth of 100 m (Fig. 1i). This feature
is related to the deepening of the thermocline in response to
cooling being greater than its shoaling to heating. These above
asymmetric responses of temperature in the tropical Indian
Ocean are very similar to those between the warm and cold
phases of IOD (e.g., Zheng et al., 2010; Cai and Qiu, 2013; Ng et
al., 2014a).

4  Mixed layer heat budget analysis
In this section, we examine the mixed layer heat budget to

understand the processes that maintain the SST asymmetry over
the ETIO. The heat budget analysis is performed for variable
mixed layer (Stevenson and Niiler, 1983) following the equation:

Tt = Qn+ Qr + Qa; (1) 

Qn = (Q t ¡ Qh) =(½0cph)
where Tt represents the mixed layer temperature tendency;

 is the net surface heat flux into the up-
per ocean, where Qt is the total surface heat flux into the ocean,
Qh is the heat penetration at the bottom of the mixed layer, and ρ0

and cp are the density and specific heat of sea water; Qr repres-
ents the ocean heat transport by unresolved subgrid-scale pro-
cesses as well as submonthly oceanic processes, and Qa is ocean-
ic advection which is comprised of zonal (Qx), meridional (Qy),
and vertical (Qz) components. The sum of Qr and Qa is the total
ocean heat transport effect due to three-dimensional advection
and diffusion, which balances the net surface heat flux into the
ocean. All the heat budget terms are defined as downward posit-
ive and upward negative.

To make a more thorough investigation of the ocean dynam-
ics, the oceanic advection terms are further decomposed into lin-
ear and nonlinear parts as follows:
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where u, v and w are the zonal, meridional and vertical velocity
averaged over the mixed layer, and Tx, Ty and Tz are the mixed
layer temperature gradients in zonal, meridional and vertical dir-
ections, respectively. The overbar and prime represent the clima-
tological mean and departure from the mean, respectively. The
terms within the first bracket on the right hand side represent the
two linear dynamic heating (LDH) terms, and the last terms on
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Fig. 1.   Changes in SST (shadings; °C) (a–c), surface wind stress (vector; N/m2) and its magnitude wind speed (shadings; m/s) (d–f),
and temperature averaged over 5°S–0° (shadings; °C) (g–i) and thermocline depths (black line for CTRL and green line for perturbed
run) in HEAT (left), COOL (middle) and their corresponding asymmetry (right). Presented in this and the following figures are results
averaged over the last 100 years of model integration if not specified. Black rectangle indicates the ETIO region (10°S–0°, 90°–110°E).
The stippling denotes regions where the difference between the CTRL and the perturbation experiments is not statistical significant at
the 95% confidence level based on a two-tailed student’s t test.
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the right hand side represent the nonlinear dynamic heating
(NDH) terms.

4.1  Ocean heat transport
Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the total ocean heat

transport, oceanic advection, and diffusion in HEAT and COOL,
along with their asymmetries over the tropical Indian Ocean. It is
clear that the total ocean heat transport, especially its vertical ad-
vection and diffusion components, favors the SST asymmetry
over the ETIO (contours in the right panels of Fig. 2)

For the HEAT experiment, all of the zonal, meridional, and
vertical advections act to cool the ETIO (shadings in Figs 2a, d
and g) and the changes in most of the ETIO region are of statistic-
al significance at 95% confidence level. A decomposition of these
advections finds that the anomalous cooling in the zonal advec-
tion is resulted mainly from anomalous westward surface cur-
rent (Fig. 3a), the anomalous cooling in the meridional advec-
tion is due to a reduction of both southward meridional current
and meridional temperature gradient (Fig. 3b), and the anomal-
ous cooling in the vertical advection is a result of both increased
stratification and strengthened upwelling (Fig. 3c).

For the COOL experiment, it is not surprising the signs of the
anomalous meridional and vertical advections (shadings in Figs 2e
and h) are reversed compared to those in the heating experi-
ment. However, these anomalies in COOL appear to be larger
than those in HEAT. In addition, zonal advection also exerts a
cooling effect in the ETIO in the cooling scenario (Fig. 3a).
However, different from the heating scenario, this cooling effect
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According to Fig. 3, the overall positive asymmetry in advec-
tion is mainly contributed from its meridional and vertical com-
ponents. A further decomposition into LDH and NDH terms
finds that the LDH terms are decisive in generating the positive
SST asymmetry over the ETIO, with a larger contribution from
the vertical (0.04°C/month) than the meridional direction
(0.02°C/month). In more details, the asymmetric meridional ad-

vection (Fig. 3b) is due largely to the linear term . For the

vertical advection (Fig. 3c), while the nonlinear term  plays

a damping role, both of its linear terms  and  contrib-

ute to the positive asymmetry, with the former’s contribution be-
ing more significant than the latter’s.

The diffusion term significantly warms the upper ocean over
the ETIO in HEAT (shadings in Fig. 2j) but has a cooling effect in
COOL (shadings in Fig. 2k). Their combined effect of HEAT and
COOL results in a positive asymmetry over the ETIO and contrib-
utes to the SST asymmetry there (shadings in Fig. 2l).

The above analysis indicates the decisive role of ocean dy-
namical processes in generating the SST asymmetry over the
ETIO. To further vindicate this, we perform a set of experiments
with a SOM (see Section 2 for details) in which ocean heat trans-
port is prescribed, and thus the ocean dynamical effect can be in-
ferred by comparing its result with that from the fully coupled ex-
periments. As shown in Fig. 4, without the modulation of ocean
dynamical effect, the maximum warming (cooling) appears over
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Fig. 2.   Changes in the zonal advection (a–c; °C/month), meridional advection (d–f; °C/month), vertical advection (g–i; °C/month),
and diffusion (shadings; °C/month) in HEAT (left), COOL (middle) and their asymmetry (right). Superimposed are the changes in the
total ocean heat transport (contour interval (CI) = 0.03°C/month), with the solid and dashed contours denoting positive and negative
anomalies, respectively. The stippling denotes regions where the difference between the CTRL and the perturbation experiments is
not statistical significant at the 95% confidence level based on a two-tailed student’s t test.
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the southeastern Indian Ocean in HEAT_SOM (COOL_SOM)
rather than western Indian Ocean in fully coupled experiment
HEAT (COOL). These SST anomalies in the slab ocean experi-
ments result in a negative SST asymmetry over the ETIO (Fig. 4c),
which is in sharp contrast to the positive SST asymmetry there
(Fig. 1c) in the fully coupled experiments. Therefore, the slab
ocean experiments verify that the ocean dynamic processes are
essential for generating the SST asymmetry over the ETIO in the
fully coupled experiments.

4.2  Surface heat flux
Figure 5 shows the changes in the air-sea surface heat flux

(Qn) and its four components in the HEAT and COOL experi-
ments as well as their asymmetries. The net surface heat flux
(contours in Fig. 5) acts to balance the ocean heat transport, im-
plying that the surface heat flux should act to dampen the SST
asymmetry over the ETIO.

For the HEAT experiment, the total surface heat flux exerts a
warming effect over the ETIO (contours in the left panels of Fig. 5),
resulting from a combination of warming in longwave radiation
(Fig. 5a) and cooling in both latent heat flux (Fig. 5g) and short-
wave radiation (Fig. 5d). By comparison, the effect of sensible
heat flux is relatively small. The positive anomaly in longwave ra-
diation is attributed to the enhanced water vapor feedback: an in-
crease of water vapor content in a warmer climate leads to an in-
crease of downward longwave radiation, and thus warm the sur-
face ocean (Du and Xie, 2008).

For the COOL experiment, the ETIO is featured with a pro-

nounced heat loss (contours in the middle panels of Fig. 5). This
heat loss is mainly attributed to the cooling effect from the short-
wave radiation and longwave radiation (Figs 5b and e). On the
contrary, the latent heat flux plays a warming role (Fig. 5h). The
cooling effect from the shortwave radiation is related to an in-
crease of total cloud cover over the ETIO region, which hinders
shortwave radiation from reaching the surface ocean.

As for their asymmetry, the net surface heat flux acts to
dampen the positive SST asymmetry over the ETIO (contours in
the right panels of Fig. 5) and the damping effect comes mainly
from shortwave radiation and latent heat flux (Figs 5f and i).
While the longwave radiation exerts a positive contribution for
the SST asymmetry over the ETIO (Fig. 5c), the sensible heat flux
has negligible contribution (Fig. 5l).

The above analysis finds that the shortwave radiation is the
primary factor in reducing the positive SST asymmetry in the
ETIO. In order to further demonstrate this, we apply an overrid-
ing technique to the CESM to eliminate the contribution of short-
wave radiation (see Section 2). Figure 6 shows the SST changes in
the partially coupled experiments. It is found that, without the
regulation of shortwave radiation, there appears a nIOD-like SST
pattern in the tropical Indian Ocean in both warming and cool-
ing scenarios (Figs 6a and b), resulting in a strong positive SST
asymmetry over the ETIO (Fig. 6c). Compared with the fully
coupled experiments (Fig. 1c), this SST asymmetry in the par-
tially coupled experiment is much larger in amplitude, indicat-
ing the essential role of the shortwave radiation in damping the
SST asymmetry over the ETIO.

In addition to the shortwave radiation, the latent heat flux is
another damping factor for the positive SST asymmetry over the
ETIO. Following Luo et al. (2017), it can be further decomposed
into four major terms: Newtonian cooling (QEO), the effects of
wind-evaporation-SST (WES) feedback (QEW), air-sea surface
temperature difference (QEdT), and relative humidity (QERH). As
shown in Fig. 7, the negative residual latent heat flux (–2.1 W/m2)
in the ETIO between HEAT and COOL comes from Newtonian
cooling QEO(–3.1 W/m2) and air-sea surface temperature differ-
ence QEdT (–2.0 W/m2), while the WES feedback QEW (1.0 W/m2)
and air-sea surface temperature difference QEdT (2.0 W/m2) oper-
ate to impede the damping and avail the SST asymmetry forma-
tion there. The QEO asymmetry results from a stronger QEO in-
duced by a larger SST anomaly in HEAT than COOL. The asym-
metric change in QEdT is associated with the change in air-sea
temperature difference. Specifically, the surface ocean gets
warmer than its overlying air temperature in HEAT while the air-
sea temperature difference barely changes in COOL.

The positive longwave radiation asymmetry in the ETIO res-
ults from the nonlinear relationship between saturation vapor
pressure and temperature. In the warming climate, the same size
of temperature anomalies can cause larger anomalies of satura-
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Fig.  4.     Changes in SST (°C;  mean values removed) in the slab ocean experiments HEAT_SOM (a),  COOL_SOM (b),  and their
asymmetry (c).
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tion vapor pressure (Huang et al., 2016). In consequence, cli-
mate warming can cause bigger water vapor anomalies in the
lower troposphere in contrast to climate cooling. This leads to a
positive longwave radiation asymmetry over the ETIO with the
magnitude of increase in longwave radiation in HEAT being lar-
ger than that of decrease in COOL (Figs 5c, a and b).

5  Response of the SST skewness
Our previous analysis has found that the changes in the TIO

under HEAT and COOL are not symmetric, with a positive SST
asymmetry over the ETIO. Another important characteristic of
the ETIO region is the negative SST skewness during boreal au-
tumn. Skewness is commonly used to measure the asymmetric

mk =

NX
i=1

¡
x i ¡ ¹X

¢k

N
¹X

statistics of SST anomalies between the interannual pIOD and nI-
OD events (Hong et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2010). The skewness is

calculated as m3/(m2)3/2, where  is the kth

moment and xi is the ith datum,  the climatological mean, and
N the length of the data. In this section, we investigate the mech-
anisms that give rise to the negative SST skewness in ETIO in the
control simulation, and then compares the change of SST skew-
ness in the climate warming and cooling conditions.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of SST skewness in CTRL,
HEAT and COOL. A significant negative skewness appears over
Sumatra-Java coast (Fig. 8a), indicating the amplitude of SST an-
omalies is larger for cold than warm events in the ETIO. Note that
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Fig. 5.   Changes in longwave radiation (a–c; W/m2), shortwave radiation (d–f; W/m2), latent heat flux (g–i; W/m2) and sensible heat
flux (shadings: W/m2) (j–l) in HEAT (left), COOL (middle) and their corresponding asymmetry (right). Superimposed are changes in
the net surface heat flux (CI=3 W/m2), with the solid and dashed contours denoting positive and negative anomalies, respectively. The
stippling denotes regions where the difference between the CTRL and the perturbation experiments is not statistical significant at the
95% confidence level based on a two-tailed student’s t test.
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Fig. 6.   Changes in SST (°C; mean values removed) in the shortwave overriding experiments HEAT_SW (a), COOL_SW (b), and their
asymmetry (c).
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the maximum skewness shows a strong westward bias, which is a
common phenomenon in climate models (Cowan et al., 2014). A
strong negative SST skewness in the ETIO is also found in both
the warming and cooling simulations with a westward bias.
While this negative SST skewness over the ETIO region is found
to be significantly enhanced in COOL, it does not change much
in HEAT.

As discussed in the introduction, previous studies suggested
that the negative SST skewness in the ETIO is mainly attributed to

the Bjerknes feedback, nonlinear dynamic heating (NDH) and
asymmetric SST-cloud-radiation feedback. Here, we evaluate
these feedback processes to reveal the mechanisms that contrib-
ute to the negative SST skewness over the ETIO region in our
control simulation. To this end, we formulate composites for the
positive and negative samples and then calculate the coupling
coefficients of the dynamical and thermodynamical feedbacks
through linear regression for each sample separately (e.g., Cai
and Qiu, 2013; Liu et al., 2014; Cowan et al., 2014). The regres-
sion coefficient can be regarded as the strength for each feed-
back. The calculation is based upon the last 100 a of the model
integration during May to November.

The first feedback we focus on is the Bjerknes feedback. It in-
volves the interactions between SST and wind, wind and thermo-
cline, and thermocline and SST. Here, the thermocline depth is
defined as the location of the maximum vertical gradient of tem-
perature. The central tropical Indian Ocean (CTIO, 5°S–5°N,
70°–90°E), where the response of wind to SST is the greatest (not
shown), is selected to evaluate the wind response (Hong et al.,
2008). Figure 9a shows the scatter diagram of averaged wind
stress anomalies in the CTIO region versus SST anomalies in the
ETIO region. It can be seen that a SST anomaly of the same mag-
nitude over the ETIO induces the size of anomalous easterlies be-
ing slightly smaller for negative samples than the size of anomal-
ous westerlies for positive samples, indicating that this response
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Fig. 7.   Changes in latent heat flux components including Newto-
nian cooling effect QEO, WES effect QEW, stability effect QEdT, and
relative humidity effect QERH (in W/m2) in HEAT (red bar), COOL
(blue bars) and their asymmetry (gray bars) averaged over the
ETIO region.
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Fig. 8.   Distribution of the SST skewness (°C) during September to November in CTRL (a), HEAT (b) and COOL (c).
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Fig. 9.   Scatter diagram of CTIO wind stress (N/m2) to ETIO SST (°C) (a), ETIO thermocline (m) to CTIO wind stress (N/m2) (b), ETIO
thermocline (m) to SST (°C) (c), ETIO NDH (105 °C/s) to SST (°C) (d) and ETIO SST (°C) to shortwave radiation (W/m2) (e) for positive
(red) and negative (blue) samples from May to November in CTRL simulation. All the results are calculated from the last 100 a. Linear
regression using samples with a negative and positive index value are conducted separately with the regression coefficient R and p
value indicated.
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is unfavorable for negative skewness in our simulation. The re-
sponse of thermocline to wind (Fig. 9b) is also not favorable for
the negative ETIO SST skewness because of a stronger coupling
for positive samples than the negative. As for the asymmetric SST
response to thermocline anomalies (Fig. 9c), there appears a pro-
nounced asymmetric relationship with the coupling coefficient
for cold samples being nearly two times more than warm
samples. This indicates that SST is much more sensitive to an an-
omalous shoaling of thermocline than its deepening since a shal-
lower (deeper) thermocline facilitates a stronger (weaker) SST
coupling (Liu et al., 2014), suggesting that the thermocline-SST
feedback is favorable for the negative skewness in the ETIO.

The response of NDH to SST is shown in Fig. 9d. The NDH is
obtained by adding up the three last terms in Eq. (1) averaged
over the ETIO region. In our control simulation, the NDH pro-
cess acts to damp the warm SST anomalies while reinforce the
cold SST anomalies, and thus generates a strong asymmetry
between the warm and cold samples and is favorable for the
ETIO negative SST skewness.

In terms of the SST-cloud-radiation feedback, it works in the
condition that the cold SST anomalies decrease to a certain
threshold and a cloud-free condition generates (Hong et al.,
2008, 2010). In this way, the damping effect of shortwave to SST
cooling will vanish and the feedback breakdowns. However, the
existence of cloud-free condition is still under debate. Following
Hong and Li (2010), we focus on the relationship between short-
wave radiation to SST anomalies. Figure 9e shows that the short-
wave radiation generates a greater damping of cool SST anomaly
than a warm anomaly. This damping asymmetry suggests that
the breakdown of SST-cloud-radiation feedback does not hap-
pen in our control simulation and the thermal damping is even
much bigger for cold samples. Therefore, the SST-cloud-radi-
ation feedback does not contribute to the ETIO negative SST
skewness.

The above analysis suggests that the air-sea feedbacks play a
significant role in generating the negative SST skewness over the
ETIO region. This negative skewness is mainly attributed to the
asymmetric thermocline-SST feedback and the nonlinear dy-
namic heating. Next, we will investigate whether these above
feedbacks can provide an explanation as to why cooling in mean
state generates a more significant negative SST skewness com-
pared to warming. Given that the other two feedbacks in the
Bjerknes feedback loop and the SST-cloud-radiation are not
factors in generating the ETIO SST skewness, we will concentrate

on the changes of thermocline-SST feedback and NDH processes
on SST skewness in the warming and cooling scenarios.

Here, we use residual to examine whether the target feedback
favors the negative SST skewness over the ETIO region. The re-
sidual is defined as the difference of coupling coefficients
between the positive and negative samples. For a positive feed-
back, if the residual is below zero, it means that the target feed-
back in the negative samples is stronger than that in the positive
samples, thus this feedback contributes to the negative SST skew-
ness over the ETIO; and vice versa. A stronger negative residual
represents that the target feedback favors the more enhanced
negative SST skewness.

Thermocline-SST feedback: Figure 10a shows the coupling
coefficients between thermocline to SST over the ETIO region for
positive, negative samples and their residuals in HEAT and
COOL experiments. Since the residuals in both scenarios are neg-
ative, the thermocline-SST feedback contributes to the negative
skewness. For the COOL, a further anomalous deepening of ther-
mocline during warm events induces only modest changes in
SST while an anomalous shoaling during cold events can cause
more pronounced surface cooling, thus significantly enhancing
the negative SST skewness over the ETIO; for the HEAT, the re-
sponses in the warming and cooling cases tend to be more sym-
metric. Hence, the negative residual appears to be much stronger
in COOL than HEAT (grey bars in Fig. 10a) and this thermocline-
SST feedback contributes to the more enhanced negative SST
skewness in COOL than HEAT. The thermocline response to the
warming and cooling can be seen in Figs 1g and h. The warming
(cooling) generates a positive (negative) mean zonal thermo-
cline gradient across the tropical Indian Ocean with a greater
shoaling (deepening) in the ETIO region relative to the west (Figs 1g
and h). This positive (negative) west-east tilt of mean thermo-
cline in HEAT (COOL) is less (more) strongly associated with
ETIO SST skewness. This result is consistent with Cowan et al.
(2014). In short, the thermocline-SST feedback is a source of the
negative SST skewness change in both HEAT and COOL simula-
tions and favors the more enhanced negative skewness in COOL
(Fig. 8b).

Nonlinear dynamic heating: For warm SST anomalies (red
bars in Fig. 10b), the NDH damping effect becomes much
stronger in COOL than HEAT. For the cold SST anomalies (blue
bars in Fig. 10b), the NDH still acts to reinforce the cold SST an-
omalies in HEAT, it operates on the other way, working to
dampen the initial cooling in COOL. Thus, the NDH generates
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Fig. 10.   Coupling coefficients of thermocline to SST (°C/m) (a), NDH to SST (105 s) (b) for positive (red bars) and negative (blue bars)
samples from May to November in HEAT and COOL simulations, as well as their residuals (grey bars). Residual is defined as the
difference in coupling coefficients between positive and negative samples, calculated from the last 100 years of the model integration.
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less residual in COOL than HEAT (grey bars in Fig. 10b). There-
fore, although the NDH is a source of the negative SST skewness
in ETIO, but it cannot explain the more enhanced negative skew-
ness in COOL than HEAT.

To sum up, the asymmetry in ETIO SST, measured by skew-
ness, will enhance under climate cooling scenarios but has
slightly variation under warming. The enhancement in COOL is
mainly originated from the thermocline-SST feedback. Other
feedbacks, like NDH processes or SST-cloud-radiation feedback,
cannot solely explain the response of SST skewness in the heat-
ing and cooling scenarios.

6  Summary
In this study, we have investigated the asymmetric response

of the tropical Indian SST to energy fluxes of equal amplitude but
opposite sign into the ocean surface in CESM climate system.
Results show that a warmer climate induces a pIOD-like SST pat-
tern and a cooler one leads to a nIOD-like SST pattern. Although
the latter is a reversal of the former, there is a strong positive
asymmetry in the SST changes over the ETIO, where warm SST
anomalies responding to the positive forcing exceeds cold SST
anomalies responding to the negative forcing.

The mixed layer heat budget analysis over the ETIO reveals
that it is the oceanic vertical advection that generates the ETIO
SST asymmetry, with its linear term making more contribution.
In addition, oceanic diffusion also makes a significant contribu-
tion to this asymmetry. A comparison of solutions between the
slab ocean experiments and the fully coupled experiments fur-
ther verifies that the ocean dynamical processes play a dominant
role in shaping the positive SST asymmetry over the ETIO. In
contrast, the surface heat flux works to alleviate the SST asym-
metry through its components of shortwave radiation and latent
heat flux, with the former being associated with the nonlinear re-
lationship between SST and cloud, and the latter being resulted
mainly from Newtonian damping and air-sea temperature differ-
ence. The vital role of shortwave radiation in reducing the posit-
ive SST asymmetry is further confirmed by a set of partially
coupled overriding experiments.

We also find two feedbacks that contribute to the negative
SST skewness over the ETIO in CTRL: thermocline-SST feedback
and NDH process. The ETIO negative SST skewness has also ex-
perienced some changes in the perturbation runs, with being
considerably enhanced in COOL than HEAT. This is resulted
mainly from the asymmetric thermocline-SST due to asymmetric
response of the deep mean thermocline and its gradient between
heating and cooling. For the NDH process, it also contributes to
the negative SST skewness over the ETIO region through damp-
ing the warm SST anomalies while reinforcing the cold SST an-
omalies. However, it has negligible effects in the enhancement of
negative SST skewness in COOL. And the SST-cloud-radiation
feedback do not favor the negative SST skewness over the ETIO
region and thereby cannot explain their corresponding changes.
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